2018-2019
Oklahoma Aquarium
Annual Report
“To educate and inspire
conservation of our aquatic world
through interactive discovery.”
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Chief Operating Officerʼs Letter

Great friends and partnerships were formed in
2018-2019. We announced our Sister Aquarium

The Oklahoma Aquarium experienced an exciting yet

partnership with the Gottesman Family Israel Aquarium in

challenging year. We made huge gains in revenue,

Jerusalem. Most of the exhibits at the Israel Aquarium

added new exhibits, and made upgrades to the facility.

were designed by me and Deputy Director John Money.

We set records in almost every area of sales, and our

This project sparked the partnership between the two

memberships are the highest we have ever seen. The

aquariums, which has developed into a great friendship.

implementation of fundraising through our “Expand with

Along with many successes, our aquarium fell on some

a Band” campaign made it possible to keep building

hard times during the flooding disaster in May 2019. The

new and exciting exhibits, including the upcoming

Arkansas River came dangerously close to flooding our

octopus exhibit which was completely funded by

facility. The Oklahoma Aquariumʼs staff, the City of

this effort.

Jenks, and the surrounding community worked tirelessly

We upgraded the café with equipment that has allowed

to place sandbags and prepare the aquarium for the

us to offer cooked foods and expand our menu. This,

worst. Fortunately, the flood waters receded and our

along with a new serving window to the outside deck

facility was spared. The event showed how devoted our

area and new souvenir cups, have increased sales and

staff and community is to the Oklahoma Aquarium; it

improved our visitorsʼ experience.

brought us all even closer together.

We constructed a new ocean-themed playground that

The Oklahoma Aquarium is most certainly a labor of love

has added to the enjoyment of thousands of children

for me and many others; it is the most unique facility of its

who visit the aquarium. Along with the playground, the

kind. We have and continue to build some of the most

addition of an arcade room with kiddie rides has been

beautiful exhibits found anywhere in the world, while

very popular with children.

enriching the lives of countless people. Through research

We added amazing animals and exhibits to our

and education, we have inspired many to protect our

aquarium. The new 65,000-gallon Polynesian Reef is a

natural world and raise awareness of the many

crowd favorite and allows us to showcase the many

challenges our oceans face. We will continue to strive

diverse fish species of the South Pacific. Itʼs a stunning

for excellence as we pursue our mission “to educate and

exhibit and one of the best the staff has built thus far. An

inspire conservation of our aquatic world through

endangered zebra shark and an endangered humphead

interactive discovery,” thanks to your support.

wrasse are among the many different species of colorful
reef fish found in this display. The zebra shark, along
with two others, were successfully hatched and raised at
our aquarium. The aquarium staff also started on the
construction of a one-of-a-kind octopus exhibit that is
scheduled to open in spring of 2020.
The Today Show filmed a live segment for our first
nationwide, “Dive with the Bull Sharks” contest. The
contest allowed the public to enter a drawing for a trip
to the aquarium to join our biologists as they dove in our
world-famous bull shark exhibit during Shark Week. It
was such a hit that our story was picked up by several
national media outlets. One of the Today Show reporters
also dove in the shark tank as part of a live, nationally
televised segment.

Kenny Alexopoulos
Chief Operating Officer
Oklahoma Aquarium

Attendance & Sales
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We had 26 days exceed 2,000 visitors in attendance.
Our busiest month was March due to spring break.

MARCH
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MARCH 21: 3,479
MARCH 16: 3,254

MARCH 20: 3,080

Oklahoma: 61.3%

Total
Attendance
= 341,909

Arkansas: 6.54%
Missouri: 1.71%
Kansas: 4.15%
Texas: 2.41%
Other: 23.89%

Attendance by Zip Code

Feed Cups
68,886 = $206,657
Feed donations saw an increase of
$14,913 or 7.8% YoY.

“Expand with a Band”
37,318 = $111,953
Wristband donations began in March 2018. The
new Secret World of the Octopus exhibit is our first
project to be fully funded by wristband donations.

Education
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27 groups from
Kansas

30,576 visitors
attended
field trips

24,524 of those
visitors were
students (the rest
were teachers and
chaperones)

175 cities in
Oklahoma

4 groups
from
Missouri

2 groups from
Kentucky

28 groups
from
Arkansas

•Granted more than $29,000 in Fish Friends scholarships; hosting 4,324 visitors from 64 schools
•Became an OERB partner museum in October of 2018, allowing OERB to sponsor 5,049 visitors
•from 85 different schools to attend an aquarium field trip for free
•We are the 2nd most visited partner museum in the program.
45
99 ----219

662
880
959
974
1,182

5,049

Aquatic Oklahoma
Creeps from the Deep
8-Armed Bandits

Sea Turtle Science
Completely Cartilaginous
Swim into Science
Symphony by the Sea
The Inside Story

OERB

10,070 visitors (approximately 1/3 of field trip
attendees) participated in additional programming
led by education staff.
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Community Programs and Outreach
In 2018-2019, the Oklahoma Aquarium participated in multiple community partnerships.
•Partnered with University of Tulsa, Oklahoma State University, University of Oklahoma, Tulsa
•Community College, and Northeastern State University.
•Offered students the opportunity to intern at the aquarium for college credit in positions such as
•aquarist, lab technician, events, marketing, education, and research.
•Partnered with Gathering Place to write curriculum for visiting schools.

OSUʼs Natural Resource Ecology and Management offered a weeklong, 2-credit course on
aquarium science at the Oklahoma Aquarium. The course was led by Ann Money, Director of
Education and Research, with guest lectures from staff in every department. Material covered all
aspects of aquarium science, from husbandry and engineering to business administration and
programming. Ann also went on to guest lecture two courses at OSU.
The aquarium also maintained a beneficial relationship with the Tulsa Regional Stem Alliance
(TRSA). Ann serves on the TRSA Advisory Council and provided tours of the aquarium for TRSA
summer camp participants.
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TRSA filmed an interview with Ann for STEMtember—a campaign to celebrate STEM
professionals in the Tulsa-metro.
In June 2019, the Tulsa Global Alliance honored the Oklahoma Aquarium with the

Outstanding At-Large Host Award to recognize the educational and cultural enrichment provided
to international visitors.
Our education department made numerous presentations at various organizations in the community.
Ann was a featured speaker at the aquariumʼs first Suds and Science event, which welcomed
National Geographic explorers and storytellers. Ann presented at multiple high schools and

expos, including the Oklahoma Environmental Expo and the EPSCoR Women in Science
Expo. Education Specialist Alyssa Rodriguez represented the Oklahoma Aquarium at events such
as the Tulsa Earth Coalitionʼs Earth Day Festival.
Governor Kevin Stitt hosted his inaugural event for children, the Scissortail Childrenʼs Festival,
at the Oklahoma Aquarium on January 4, 2019. Nearly 2,000 people attended his event.
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Summer Camps and Special Programs
With summer camps and special programs, the Oklahoma Aquarium made a direct educational
impact on the local community during the 2018-2019 fiscal year. Our Marine Biologist for a Day
program is the only marine biology camp in the state of Oklahoma. Students prepare food and
feed our animals, learn about water quality and tank maintenance, and dissect a shark.
In June 2019, the aquarium celebrated World Oceans Day with free behind-the-scenes tours
focused on conservation education. The following month, we partnered with the Tulsa Discovery
Lab and other local nonprofits to offer a collaborative STEAM camp, called STEAM 360.
The Oklahoma Aquarium once again partnered with the Tulsa Symphony Orchestra to host

Symphony by the Sea, an education program that ties arts to sciences through storytelling and
music. Three sections of the Tulsa Symphony played marine-themed music in the aquariumʼs
galleries for visiting school groups. This year, the program accommodated 974 participants.
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Green Practices
The Oklahoma Aquarium is making great strides in becoming a more sustainable facility.
In 2018, we partnered with American Waste Control, who donated artwork, printing, 50 bins, and
the recycle program utilized by the aquarium. The aquarium now has recycle bins throughout the
facility and a Mr. Murph recycling dumpster, which is open for use by any staff or guests
regardless of whether the waste was generated at the aquarium.

The Coral Reef Café transitioned from plastic straws to paper straws, joining the worldwide
movement to eliminate single-use plastic. Our gift shop has also stopped offering plastic bags.

Other green practices from the Oklahoma Aquarium include:
•Being recognized by Sustainable Tulsa for achievements in the Scor3Card program
•Having energy, gas, and water usage benchmarked by THG Energy Solutions
•Planting more than 100 trees on the aquariumʼs campus
•Convenient access to sustainable transportation with on-site bus stop and bike racks
•Sponsoring Sustainable Tulsa and the Tulsa Young Professionals Sustainability crew

Research
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Coral Research
The Oklahoma Aquarium is conducting
cutting-edge coral reef research. Corals are in
peril worldwide with half of coral reefs already
dead. Coral comprise .1% of the planet yet are
home to 25% of all marine life. Reef
ecosystems contain the largest biodiversity in
the world. Researchers at the aquarium look at
the relationship between the coral animal and
symbiotic algae that live within their tissues.
When the symbiosis breaks down, the coral
loses up to 90% of their energy which was
provided by the algae. The aquarium utilizes
fluorescence to look at coral in an entirely new
light, and weʼre finding new ways to monitor
coral health by exploring the attraction of the
algae to the coral.

Education Research
The mission of the Oklahoma Aquarium is “to
educate and inspire conservation of our
aquatic world through interactive discovery,”
and we uphold this mission every day. The
aquarium conducts research related to the
benefits of a field trip to a nature center, such
as an aquarium, and studentsʼ appreciation of
the natural world and understanding of
science. The most effective way to educate
students about science is through a
combination of classroom learning and
interactive engagement. The Oklahoma
Aquarium provides a one-of-kind opportunity
in the state of Oklahoma for students to get up
close and personal with 10,000 aquatic
animals.
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Research

Shark Research
This past year, the aquarium partnered with
Alfredo Mere Alonzo and Greenlight
Surfboard Supply to research and develop
“Safe Shark Deterring Technology.” Variables
such as water clarity, accessibility, and location
of animals are controlled within the aquarium
setting, unlike an open ocean setting, providing
a safe research lab. The Oklahoma Aquarium
is home to the largest collection of the most
dangerous shark in the world, the bull shark.
We are the only aquarium in the Western
Hemisphere to display bull sharks. This
important collaborative research could not only
enhance human safety but also increase shark
conservation. Demystifying sharks and their
dangerous reputation help to conserve shark
populations in the wild.

Bull Shark Research
Our staff works with Texas Parks and
Wildlife to collect bull sharks, tracking their
growth in captivity as compared to the
wild. The aquarium gathered little-known
data on shark reproduction, particularly
where these sharks breed and pup. Our
biologists also research the metabolic stress
response in sharks with the goal of
minimizing stress in an aquarium setting.

Animal Conservation & Fun Facts
The Oklahoma Aquarium opened the
Polynesian Reef exhibit in September 2018.
Along with the new exhibit came many new
and exciting animals:

Zebra Shark

Sharks hatch from an egg? Some species do,
including zebra sharks! The aquarium
hatched three baby zebra sharks this year.
They have grown rapidly, and one is already
on exhibit. Zebra sharks are considered a
vulnerable species with their populations
declining. The goal of the aquarium is to
include our zebras in a breeding program to
lessen their capture in the wild. Why are
zebra sharks called zebra when they have
spots and not stripes? When zebra sharks
hatch, they have horizontal stripes which run
the length of their body. As they mature, the
stripes disappear, and spots take their place.

Maori Wrasse

This wrasse, also known as a humphead or
Napoleon wrasse, is a magnificent fish found
on coral reefs in Polynesia. These fish can
grow to 6 feet in length and weigh 400
pounds! This endangered wrasse is the
perfect ambassador for coral reef systems
and the perils they face.

Colorful Reef Fish

A reef isnʼt a reef without the beautiful,
colorful fish that call it home. Each reef
inhabitant has its own job in maintaining the
health of the reef: the anthias who munch up
isopods; the barnacles that keep anthias from
overpopulating; the bird wrasse that use their
long nose to reach between coral branches
and remove crustaceans; the parrotfish that
eats algae before it invades a coralʼs space
and makes sand out of the small bites of coral
skeleton it crunches up.
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Other Fascinating Animals
Bat Ray

One of the most memorable experiences in an
aquarium is touching a sea creature. This year
we introduced bat rays into our stingray touch
tank. Bat rays, like most stingrays, have a
venomous spine at the base of their tail. Bat rays
are gentle animals and only use their spine for
defense. Most people get stung by stingrays
while accidentally stepping on them.

Honeycomb Moray Eel

We welcomed a new honeycomb moray to the
aquarium this year. Morays use their long agile
bodies to maneuver through the cracks and
crevices of coral reefs looking for fish,
crustaceans, and octopus.

Permits

When you visit our Sea Turtle Island exhibit, you
will notice large silver fish gliding by the window.
Permits are very common in the Atlantic Ocean
and are an important part of shallow water
ecosystems.

100
Exhibits

9,000 FISH

3 ENDANGERED SPECIES

10,000
Animals

60 AMPHIBIANS

700 INVERTEBRATES

500
Species

100 REPTILES

16 BULL SHARKS

Aquarium Map
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Signature Events
SPLASH! is an annual food and beer
tasting event featuring more than 40
local vendors, along with games, live
music, and an auction. Itʼs the
Oklahoma Aquarium Foundationʼs
largest fundraiser. Proceeds benefit
Fish Friends.
80 Types
of Beer

2,000
Attendees

20+
Breweries

20+
Restaurants

AQUARIUM RUN is one of the areaʼs premier race
events. Runners can participate in a half-marathon,
10K, 5K, or 1-mile fun run/walk. All registrants
enjoy complimentary race-day aquarium admission
and other perks including men and womenʼs tech
shirts, post-race snacks, and a kidʼs zone!
Proceeds benefit shark conservation and research.
2,000+
Runners

1,000+
Spectators

HALLOWMARINE is where the Oklahoma
Aquarium hosts seven nights of indoor
trick-or-treating for kids of all ages. Guests can
follow the Trick-or-Treat trail for loads of candy
and see our fascinating marine life in the
surrounding exhibits.
6,500+
Guests

200+
Private
Events

Seven
Nights

22 Public
Events

We hosted at least
one public event each
month, drawing in
thousands of visitors.

Staff
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Kenny Alexopoulos, Chief Operating Officer

Kelly Matthews, Technician

Amy Alexopoulos, Lead Aquarist of Marine Fishes

Meghan Matthews, Ticket Agent

Trad Bates, Housekeeping

Ashley McLaughlin, Aquarist I

Kamryn Bachman, Ticket Agent

Ann Money, Director of Education and Research

Ashton Bauman, Aquarium Technician

John Money, Deputy Director

Danielle Beck, Special Events Coordinator

Lynn Morgan, Housekeeping

Jeff Bilyou, Life Support Systems Lead

Emily Nelson, Ticket Agent

Teagan Bolain, Ticket Agent

Nate Newman, Water Quality Technician

Laura Boren, Ticket Agent

Timothy Nix, Lead Aquarist of Invertebrates

Carlie Britton, Ticket Agent

Brett Nixon, Invertebrate Biologist

Tabitha Brown, Aquarist Apprentice

Stefani Nuñez, Special Events Coordinator

Micah Carrigan, Aquarist Apprentice

Donna Porter, Housekeeping

Lissa Chidester, Marketing Coordinator

Joel Pritchard, Director of maintenance

Christa Clawson, Curator

Ben Purintun, Aquarist Apprentice

Shayla Cummings, Aquarist Apprentice

Stephen Rae, Maintenance Worker

Faith Daniels, Ticket Agent

Chris Ray, Guest Services Supervisor

Janis Davis, Office & Guest Services manager

Gary Rhoden, Housekeeping

Lauren Dubose, Aquarist II

Kyle Rice, Ticket Agent/Reception

Jill England, Ticket Agent

Zach Rodehaver, Ticket Agent

Craig Feeney, Technician

Alyssa Rodriguez, Education Specialist

Andrea Gann, Aquarist II

Chris Wood, Guest Services Supervisor

Tillie Holliday, Dive Safety Officer

Phil Tate, Exhibit Construction Supervisor

Julie Jennings, Quarantine Lead

Shelby Weaver, Aquarist Apprentice

Andrea Leitch, Chief Marketing Officer

Ron Williamson, Exhibit Construction

Ashton Lemons, Ticket Agent

David Yancey, Ticket Agent

Justin Lovelace, Assistant Curator

Matthew Ybarra, Life Support Systems Apprentice

Mackenzie Mathews, Marine Biological Technician

Sam Ziara, Life Support Systems Technician
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Major Donors

Thank You to Our Major Donors
The City of Jenks
Jenks City Council
Cox Communications
Great Plains Coca-Cola
ONEOK, Inc.
The Oxley Foundation
Ray and Robin Siegfried Families
Reasorʼs Foods
Tulsa World
Joseph R. McGraw
The Griffin Family
Kevin Gore
Bill and Diana Beaulieu
Texas Roadhouse
George Kaiser Family Foundation
The Anne and Henry Zarrow Foundation

Thank You
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The Oklahoma Aquarium would like to thank our donors, sponsors, employees, volunteers,
and supporters. FY 2018-2019 has been a period of immense growth, and we could not do
it without you.
The new fiscal year promises to bring even more growth. Our new Secret World of the
Octopus exhibit will open in Spring 2020, and we are currently fundraising for our next
project: a new clownfish and jellyfish exhibit. Other projects in the works include remodels
of our ticketing entrance, outdoor spaces, and Great Hall in addition to expansions of our
living coral, bull shark, and Ozark Stream exhibits.
Our vision for the future will bring continued development into 2020 and beyond. To learn
how to support our mission, visit okaquarium.org and click “Get Involved.”

